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The Past 2000 Years have been a reflection of the ethos of the Yahoud who have manufactured the 
forms of Zionism, Communism, and Christianity. And whether or not they are practicing Talmudic 
Jews they embody the religion of the “tribe” and that is to say Judaism is a religion of the blood not 
conversion.

I will quote here several sources from the Talmud itself:

Moed Kattan 17a: If a Jew is tempted to do evil he should go to a city where he is not known and do 
the evilthere.

Penalty for Disobeying Rabbis

Erubin 21b. Whosoever disobeys the rabbis deserves death and will be punished by being boiled in 
hotexcrement in hell.

Hitting a Jew is the same as hitting God

Sanhedrin 58b. If a heathen (gentile) hits a Jew, the gentile must be killed.

O.K. to Cheat Non-Jews

Sanhedrin 57a . A Jew need not pay a gentile (“Cuthean”) the wages owed him for work.

Jews Have Superior Legal Status

Baba Kamma 37b. “If an ox of an Israelite gores an ox of a Canaanite there is no liability; but if an ox 
of aCanaanite gores an ox of an Israelite…the payment is to be in full.”

Jews May Steal from Non-Jews

Baba Mezia 24a . If a Jew finds an object lost by a gentile (“heathen”) it does not have to be returned.
(Affirmed also in Baba Kamma 113b). Sanhedrin 76a. God will not spare a Jew who “marries his 
daughter toan old man or takes a wife for his infant son or returns a lost article to a Cuthean…”

Jews May Rob and Kill Non-Jews

Sanhedrin 57a . When a Jew murders a gentile (“Cuthean”), there will be no death penalty. What a 
Jewsteals from a gentile he may keep.Baba Kamma 37b. The gentiles are outside the protection of the 
law and God has “exposed their money toIsrael.”
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Jews May Lie to Non-Jews

Baba Kamma 113a. Jews may use lies (“subterfuges”) to circumvent a Gentile.

Non-Jewish Children are Sub-Human

Yebamoth 98a. All gentile children are animals. Abodah Zarah 36b. Gentile girls are in a state of 
niddah  (filth) from birth. Abodah Zarah 22a-22b . Gentiles prefer sex with cows.

Sanhedrin 106a . Says Jesus’ mother was a whore: “She who was the descendant of princes and 
governorsplayed the harlot with carpenters.” Also in footnote #2 to Shabbath 104b of the Soncino 
edition, it is statedthat in the “uncensored” text of the Talmud it is written that Jesus mother, “Miriam 
the hairdresser,” had sexwith many men.

Gloats over Christ Dying Young

 A passage from Sanhedrin 106 gloats over the early age at which Jesus died: “Hast thou heard how old
Balaam (Jesus) was?–He replied: It is not actually stated but since it is written, Bloody and deceitful 
menshall not live out half their days it follows that he was thirty-three or thirty-four years old.”

Jesus in the Talmud: Horrible Blasphemies Against Jesus Christ

“The Talmud (Babylonian edition) records other sins of ‘Jesus the Nazarene’:

1) He and his disciples practiced sorcery and black magic, led Jews astray into idolatry, and were 
sponsored by foreign, gentile powers for the purpose of subverting Jewish worship (Sanhedrin 43a).

2) He was sexually immoral, worshipped statues of stone (a brick is mentioned), was cut off from the 
Jewish people for his wickedness, and refused to repent (Sanhedrin 107b; Sotah 47a).

3) He learned witchcraft in Egypt and, to perform miracles, used procedures that involved cutting his 
flesh,which is also explicitly banned in the Bible (Shabbos 104b).

Let us examine further some of these anti-Christ Talmud passages:Gittin 57a. Says Jesus is in hell, 
being boiled in “hot excrement.”Sanhedrin 43a. Says Jesus (“Yeshu” and in Soncino footnote #6, Yeshu
“the Nazarene”) was executed because he practiced sorcery: “It is taught that on the eve of Passover 
Jesus was hung, and forty days before this the proclamation was made: Jesus is to be stoned to death 
because he has practiced sorcery and has lured the people to idolatry…He was an enticer and of such 
thou shalt not pity or condone.”

Rosh Hashanah 17a. Christians (minnim) and others who reject the Talmud will go to hell and be 
punished there for all generations.Sanhedrin 90a. Those who read the New Testament (“uncanonical 
books”) will have no portion in the world to come. Shabbath 116a. Jews must destroy the books of the 
Christians, i.e. the New Testament.

Gittin 69a . To heal his flesh a Jew should take dust that lies within the shadow of an outdoor toilet, mix
withhoney and eat it.

Shabbath 41a. The law regulating the rule for how to urinate in a holy way is given.

Yebamoth 63a. States that Adam had sexual intercourse with all the animals in the Garden of Eden.



Yebamoth 63a. Declares that agriculture is the lowest of occupations.

Sanhedrin 55b. A Jew may marry a three year old girl (specifically, three years “and a day” old).

Sanhedrin 54b. A Jew may have sex with a child as long as the child is less than nine years old.

Kethuboth 11b. “When a grown-up man has intercourse with a little girl it is nothing.

“Yebamoth 59b. A woman who had intercourse with a beast is eligible to marry a Jewish priest. A 
woman who has sex with a demon is also eligible to marry a Jewish priest.

Here are two early “Holocaust” tales from the Talmud: Gittin 57b. Claims that four billion Jews were 
killed bythe Romans in the city of Bethar. Gittin 58a claims that 16 million Jewish children were 
wrapped in scrollsand burned alive by the Romans. (Ancient demography indicates that there were not 
16 million Jews in theentire world at that time, much less 16 million Jewish children or four billion 
Jews).

Minor Tractates. Soferim 15, Rule 10. This is the saying of Rabbi Simon ben Yohai: Tob shebe goyyim 
harog (“Even the best of the gentiles should all be killed”).

University of Jerusalem Prof. Ehud Sprinzak described Kahane and Goldstein’s philosophy: “They 
believe it’sGod’s will that they commit violence against goyim, a Hebrew term for non-Jews.” (NY 
Daily News, Feb. 26,1994, p. 5).Rabbi Yitzhak Ginsburg declared, “We have to recognize that Jewish 
blood and the blood of a goy  are not the same thing.” (NY Times, June 6, 1989, p.5).Rabbi Yaacov 
Perrin said, “One million Arabs are not worth a Jewish fingernail.” (NY Daily News, Feb. 28,1994, p.6)

Further reading at this point can be found online at these sources:

https://www.scribd.com/document/382034821/The-Truth-About-TheTalmud

https://www.sacred-texts.com/jud/talmud.htm

https://www.scribd.com/document/337392422/Pedophilia-The-Talmud-s-Dirty-Secret

https://www.scribd.com/document/5533605/The-Babylonian-Talmud-Complete-Soncino-English-
Translation

The Talmud as one can see for themselves is a text that is primarily racialist in nature and concerned 
with the Jews being the superior Chosen People of God who therefore have the right to do whatever 
evil or injustice or pursue whatever sexual perversion they fancy.

This called by the O9A the Magian ethos is embodied by the statement not of eye for eye or tooth for 
tooth but of might makes right. That whoever belongs to Tribe X gets to oppress and seek vengeance 
upon Tribe Y. And that reason is why Nietzsche considered punishment to make merely colder and 
harder, based upon debt and the pleasure received from punishing a transgressor in an act of sadism and
that the whole concept of revenge was decadent. It is de-evolutionary and concerned with enacting 
punishment based upon some moral or ethical code which suits whoever holds the most power. And 
today it is the Zionist or Magian with their das kapital and Amerikkkan puppet government which holds
the most power. And therefore have created a sub-species of human known as Homo Hubris who is 
primarily White. And therefore can no longer be called Aryan or the sanskrit word for “noble blood”. 

https://www.scribd.com/document/5533605/The-Babylonian-Talmud-Complete-Soncino-English-Translation
https://www.scribd.com/document/5533605/The-Babylonian-Talmud-Complete-Soncino-English-Translation
https://www.scribd.com/document/337392422/Pedophilia-The-Talmud-s-Dirty-Secret
https://www.sacred-texts.com/jud/talmud.htm
https://www.scribd.com/document/382034821/The-Truth-About-TheTalmud


And in essence we should replace the word Aryan for Hyperborean for Western Ancestors as we 
descended from the North moved in the Indus River civilization and via the Hellenic civilization 
conquered that of the Persian. The Persian being based upon a continuation of Sumerian to Babylonian 
civilizations whose religion formed the basis of Judaism and of which Christianity is a continuation of.

However, if we can pause briefly here and take a step back Christianity was not designed naturally or 
that is to say it did not occur as some sort of accident or out of the conditions of the enslavement of 
Jews and the similar low breed of sudra who the Roman Empire oppressed. Nay! For the Roman 
Empire in adopting Christianity and becoming decadent is the pre-historic Amerikkkan civilization. 
When the Roman Empire became Jewish or Christian then it became Amerikkka. For it went on to 
conquer by force the Germanic, Nordic, and Albion Pagans who had a matriarchal ethos and various 
war-like cults such as the Picts whom held in regard the Dark Goddess Baphomet as their deity of 
wealth, fertility, harvest and Mother Earth or Gaia. I would instead say Davinca not Gaia. And it relates
to the Vedic Durga who in the ghastly sense of the material world that of night, war and the eternal 
conquest of time by a creative feminine force which is destructive ie that of Mother Nature herself is 
embodied by Kali-Ma. Not by Lilith whose original term is Lilitu or merely a female succubus or 
vampire and of which the Venusian sphere which is said to be associated with Darkat can be more 
properly named as Isis, Ishtar or Asterate. Azerate or Asterate may be known as the Babylonian or 
Sumerian Dragon Mother Tiamat who via her consort Apsu — who is remember now the Cosmic form 
of Shaitan and is Atazoth and in the Vedic sense is Visnu in his Cosmic Form — gave birth to offspring 
who were transgressive and opposed to the gods such as Enki and Enlil. Yahweh became based upon 
Enki or the God of Wind perhaps and then therefore ceased to be polytheistic and the fire gifted by the 
serpent was that to realize Yahweh is the false God or Yaldabaoth. In a moire not numinous but 
certainly lighter aspect could be known as Brahma but also perhaps Indra (Indra may be more 
associated with Dagon or Bael-Dago which is Baal the God of Storms and Thunder and associated with
Mars as is the masculine force of Shiva or Rudra). And whence there was bad harvest or a plague of 
sorts became symbolized as the swarm of Locusts and disease via Pazazu perhaps. Upon which when 
we consider more carefully is the rage of Indra upon mortals. That of Storms and Thunder. And yet 
Shugara is herself — as I believe it to be a female force — associated with destruction and a hideous 
intrusion associated with rotting flesh. This could be Kali-Ma’s destructive power in a ghastly sense but
could be also a sort of embodiment of the Abyss and the denizens thereof who hail from the Dark Side 
of the Moon or the Black Moon and are Vampiric space-farers who can also travel astrally and create 
rents or distortions in space-time whereupon wisdom that can drive a man insane or psychotic in a very 
Lovecraftian sense is imparted. That of the Elder Gods of Lovecraft. Who are sleeping as they are 
archetypes of the unconsciousness and collective unconscious yet real beings as well who due to their 
nature of being acausal are nonexistent and non-being. The Goetia perhaps hints at these demons and 
their martial structure but it is still Hebrew or Judaic in origin due to it’s association with Solomon and 
use of “Yahweh” or Yeshua to command them to obey. Even in the Thelemic sense it still contains these
Magian distortions.

The original conception of the Nazarene distortion can be found written by that philosopher of Satan 
who was himself a Satanic adept I predict and who manifested in a very Falciferian way the arrival of 
the Vindex figure of Adolf Hitler. Whose providence was gifted to him by a younger female entity 
caught between the causal and the acausal — who is damaging to the psyche or sanity but perhaps in a 



child-like fashion of curiosity lent a tread of fate from Freya or Feyan itself which was known as 
impersonal providence to Adolf Hitler. And guided him much like a tread through his whole life up 
until his own sacrifice for his race. I believe such a suicide was not to avoid humiliation or punishment 
— which may have not even arrived given Stalin’s interest and admiration of Hitler except perhaps by 
his Kremlin KGB Jews who ran Gulags and such — but that of a Hellenic or Greco-Roman tragedy of 
a numinous dark nature as that of Antigone’s suicide due to once more the hubris and patriarchal ethos 
of the Magian. Of which Hitler was not a follower of due to his commitment and love and devotion to 
his Mother.

What was Communism, sociology, Marxism, Leninism, feminism, and all other movements of social 
justice if not embodying the slave morality of Christianity and engineered by the Jews to control the 
Aryan such that the Aryan would de-evolve into merely being white. A tame domesticated animal and 
then they set their fangs upon Japan and the rest of Asia. Particularly Thailand and Tibet. And the 
British Empire by virtue of being Nazarene from the get go had it’s policies of Colonialism and slavery 
which if one studies as an example the Nation of Islam’s texts: “The Secret Relationship Between Jews 
and Blacks” they find it was a Jewish proposal. And whereupon Abe Lincoln freed the blacks he was 
assassinated before he could proceed with their back to Africa movement. And instead blacks were kept
enslaved and confined to ghettos were they had to resort to crime out of poverty and drugs which the 
CIA gave them along with AIDS. Much like Cluster and other Homo Hubris gave the Native 
Americans blankets with influenza and smallpox.

The Pagans of Nordic Origin co-existed with the Natives of the Americas. And left peacefully. It is that 
doctrine of Judaism and Christianity which espouses the need to slave, the need to colonize and the 
ethos of might makes right. For they were heathens! And to save their souls they must teach them of 
Yeshua. Who was an inferior diety to their glorious Pagan Gods whom they offered animal or human 
sacrifices too. Again for a plentiful harvest usually or to restore balance via justice or otherwise. And 
said movements above which all can be called Marxist-Leninism were engineered and designed by 
Jews such as Karl Marx and Vladimir Lenin. And when Stalin turned it into a Slavic nationalist 
doctrine opposed to Zionism and underwent the Doctor’s Plot of assassinations he himself was 
poisoned before too long. 

These hideous serpents evolved and bore a more potent venom or toxin to the World Soul and that of 
the Western Aeon — that of Cultural Marxism. Where the poor working class is replaced with the 
individual who has the least amount of privilege or the most unfortunate of minorities. Dark skinned, 
disabled, retarded mentally, sexually perverted, degenerate, decadent, morally questionable and above 
all else possessed of a resentment and desire for revenge against the “master” or the fair skinned, 
beautiful, noble, wealthy and Aristocratic. Once the Wealth of the Czars were handed over to the Jews 
then it was fair and all was right. And once the place of the White becomes beneath that of the absolute 
untermensch or sudra then all is right. For they will have enslaved us to the point where they can rule 
without question as those who oppose them would be sufficiently weak to prove absolutely fangless.

The Third Reich was not a Christian governance and Adolf Hitler admitted that it was merely in public 
to “keep the peace” that he posed as a Christian. And he also admired Islam far more. And he admired 
Asian culture. And he wanted to give the Native Americans their land back. He was opposed to the 
KKK. And he did not hold erroneously some sort of racially supremacist doctrine except in the sense 



that everyone in the 1940s held. Including those sly Amerikkkans who kept blacks behind the “Nazi” 
POWs and blamed their rapes and murders upon the black soldiers who they summarily executed. 
Today in the military it is debated if Muslims can wear their traditional dress. In the Waffen-SS which 
was multiracial, multi-cultural and religious tolerant they were allowed to do this.

Leon Degrelle himself noted Hitler was possessed of a quiet studious character and enjoyed the fine 
arts. And that there was no policy of Jewish extermination but due to the refusal of other nations such 
as Macedonia to accept Jewish refugees — on the basis they did not want the same to happen to their 
country and likewise when British Palestine scuttled a German U-Boat with Jewish refugees. In fact the
Third Reich wanted a homeland for the Jews or their own nation. They were ironically enough the first 
Zionists themselves! But not at the expense of the German people. NO! And Nor should it be. 80-90% 
of the prisoners of Concentration Camps were once more imprisoned post-War. Zyklon-B was used as a
delousing agent. Bombings cut of supply routes and obviously the Guards would be more well fed as 
they are in modern prisons. And other propaganda was designed by the USSR and British to create the 
image of the “Death Camp”. Which according to Red Cross figures would have been 140,000 — no 
doubt due to typhoid, starvation and conditions themselves. And indeed perhaps crimes of ignoble 
nature were conducted by the Guards but that was not the policy of the Third Reich.

Furthermore in the first editions of Night it was said the Jews were burned alive, later electrocuted and 
still later with further revisions to have been gassed. As the Jews themselves say there is no business 
like Shaoh business. And to question in any way this official history is to be as one who was burned as 
a Witch for saying the Earth was round in those Christian-inspired Dark Ages which set mankind back 
centuries and the hideous doctrines of Communism and Zionism perhaps will set mankind back a 
further thousand if left un-opposed. Which thankfully one can grasp they are not due to individuals 
such as myself and others. The Satanic adepts and Masters who behind the veils perform the dark 
sorcery needed to evolve humanity upwards and counter the Nazarene distortion.

For further reading please see:

Vindex – Destiny of the West by David Myatt

Jewish Supremacy by David Duke

Fame of a Dead Man’s Deeds – the autobiography of William Pierce

The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion

The International Jew

1984

Brave New World

Satan therefore as an accuser or adversary against God’s chosen people is thus on the side of the West 
and therefore Satanism must be understood to be an evolution or darker presencing of National-
Socialism itself which evolved into Reichsfolk and then our form of Anarchofascism. Exoterically 
understood Satanism or Baeldracianism is Anarchofascism whose Code of Honour is based upon that 
of Reichsfolk and Law is Numinous Law in relation at least to the modus operandi of the Cyberpunk 
Gangstas of Sinistar-7. Esoterically it is Falciferian and that of the Sinister-Numinous Hebdomian Way 



either original or newer. For the flow of numinous to sinister or sinister to numinous we meet upon the 
hill-top of Sinister-Numinous then via Wu-wei we are able to via inaction perform effortless action 
without the need for antinomian quicksands. And we must understand here most are too lazy or weak to
fight with arms bared against the system. The Elite few must move by proxy and mass hypnosis the 
evolution of the West and ultimately humanity to that state of Homo Sol to Homo Galacticus and 
beyond. Establishing our Sinister-Numinous Sun-worshipping Space-faring Solar Reich and then 
Galactic Imperium. With the final Aeon of the Dark Aeon returning all to the original source or beyond 
that. Either cyclically repeating itself or ending the Cosmic Dream or Nightmare of humanity — that 
slave species who is prey for the coming Sinister Predator perhaps. Whose prey will be those of the 
neo-nazi — who is a Hollywood Nazi archetype who is primarily a scoundrel of the highest caliber, a 
Nazarene, sometimes a Klansman, almost always originating from the incestuous backwoods of the 
Southern US trailer park, or some urban White Ghetto etc. Compare this with the Midwestern Images 
or Upstate ones of William Pierce and George Lincoln Rockwell.

Continuing the work of those individuals was esoterically I believe Charles Manson and exoterically 
was James Mason. Both should be held not as American heroes but American saints. And idols and role
models of emulation for any young or old National-Socialist. And we must continue their work and the 
work of David Myatt.

Siege Culture is not that of the pedophile rapist skullmask wearing degenerate homosexual trash breed. 
But that of being self-sufficient and away from the fall of Rome. As Reichsfolk itself is.

However, I have urbanized and modernized this doctrine to that of the Cyber-Nazi Syndicate who 
embodies Anarchofascism. Which is non-racist anti-ethics Sinister-Numinous Gnostic Fascism and 
Esoteric National-Socialism. As well as presences the energies of the New Aeon via our Tribes and 
Code of Honour and way of living.

The future is bright and Vindex is rising. Within 132 years we shall have our Solar Reich or at least a 
Worldwide National-Socialist governance! For all races, creeds, nations, states and ethnicity. Who will 
form based on folk or volk and be within the empathetic symbosis of Nature, Cosmos and the 
evolution. And carry out the will of the Cosmic Being and Dark Gods themselves! Via the beautiful die 
cast by that Sybilla and the Goddess of Judgement. Whose Impersonal Threads of Fate Guide Us by 
Providence.

Such an individual or individuals who arise will not arise because they have already risen and rose. And
are merely biding their time for the right circumstances or opportunity to present itself — perhaps via 
the Russian-American War and the resulting hopeful victory of Muslims against Israel and Worldwide 
Jewry. Such conditions are oh so favorable now. The sweet fragrance of musk and the resulting odor of 
the fogs of war upon some scorched Earth for blood and soil. With the noose hanging in the horizon as 
the traitors with their placards upon them swing to and fro from. As William Pierce dreamed. And the 
flames engulf the World itself burning to ashes the Jewry and all it’s forms. The Holy Holocaust of the 
Aryan Nations and Ray Redfaerin. And this marks the end of the Kali-yuga as the tides of war change 
and from it’s birth is a new Nation and it’s offspring nation-states. All bonded together by the Tribal 
Honour of Reichsfolk and operating under Numinous Law. Where the principles of individual 



judgement, will and freedom are not opposed but championed and expresses itself in the compassionate
empathetic duty to one’s folk, Nature, Cosmos and God and providence itself!

Hail Victory!

Heil Hitler!

Hail David Myatt!

Agios o Vindex! 
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